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ABSTRACT ABSTRACT

Abstract

This thesis outlines the design of a custom substrate heater for use in physical vapor deposition

of laboratory thin films. Traditional substrate heaters bring a substrate to temperature through a

reliance on the conductive heat transfer of a single side of the substrate. Within a vacuum this

mode of heat transfer suffers, due to the imperfectly mated conductive surfaces of the substrate

and heater. In contrast, this design sandwiches the substrate between two heaters to provide both

the traditional conductive heat as well as radiative heat transfer from the opposing heater. In com-

bination with an intricate insulating structure, which off-the-shelf heaters do not generally pro-

vide, this design can efficiently bring substrates to a more uniform temperature, which results in

the growth of a higher-quality thin film. It also accommodates an integrated heat-sink to quickly

cool the substrate and deposition for handling, despite the insulating materials.

ix



1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1

Introduction

The Bumm research group within the Homer L. Dodge Department of Physics and Astron-

omy studies condensed matter physics, specifically surface physics at the nanometer scale. Re-

cent advancements in supercomputing and microscopy have made direct measure of nanoscale

properties in thin films achievable, and thus a priority for the Bumm research group’s work. This

work requires atomically flat, crystalline grains of metal thin films to act as substrates in scanning

tunneling microscopy studies. Thin films are layers of material in the micrometer to nanometer

range of thickness with a wide variety of uses. Thin films are a useful research subject for the

study of surface physics, which is used heavily in the further miniaturization of transistors. The

breakthrough which led to the invention of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transis-

tor, or MOSFET, was the controlled growth of thin layers of silicon oxide on silicon wafers using

thermal oxidation and the surface physics which governed this reaction. The MOSFET lead di-

rectly to the microchip revolution and then the digital revolution [1]. Less than a decade after the

MOSFET the first thin-film transistor was created, which was eventually used and made essential

in the production of LCD screens which are now a part of daily life [4].

Certain commercial suppliers produce thin films for research use [6, 10], but the ability to pro-

duce bespoke films on-site can be more cost effective while also allowing for unique film com-

positions that suppliers can’t provide. Some materials, like silver, would tarnish in the time be-

tween commercial manufacture and delivery onsite. This is clearly undesirable if one is wish-

ing to study a film made of silver, rather than silver sulfide. The reason many labs choose to buy

films instead of making them onsite is that the required equipment is very costly.

Thermal deposition within a high, or ultra-high, vacuum is very simple way to produce thin

films. These levels of vacuum are not universally defined, but are generally accepted as falling

within the ranges presented by Table 1. In fact, the process is so simple that even Edison was able

to perform various depositions within vacuum, filing patents in 1880 and utilizing gold deposi-
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rough vacuum Medium vacuum High vacuum Ultrahigh vacuum

Pressure (mbar) 103 – 1 1 – 10−3 10−3 – 10−7 <10−7

Particle density (cm−3) 1019 – 1016 1016 – 1013 1013 – 109 <109

Mean free path λ (cm) <10−2 10−2 – 10 10 – 105 >105

Monolayer time (s) <10−5 10−5 – 10−2 10−2 – 102 >102

Type of gas flow Viscous flow Knudsen flow Molecular flow

Knudsen number K=λ/d K< 10−2 Ku 1 K> 102

Table 1: A table delimiting the degree of vacuum and corresponding pressure range, and other
notable qualities of vacuum ( λ is the mean free path, and d denotes major diameter) [11].

tion in a process of strengthening phonograph masters for mass production from 1901 to 1921

[12]. The ubiquity of this process partially contributed to the impetus for this project, as a Varian

3118 vacuum chamber was inherited by the Bumm group and thus provided the base, and most

expensive component, of the necessary equipment and accessories. Despite being manufactured

decades ago, it was fully compliant with ConFlat® components which are still widely available

commercially, offering a starting point to design a substrate heater for thin film manufacture.

While commercial solutions do exist for substrate heating, creating a fully custom setup offers

opportunities to prioritize the expected use-case of the heater. Of particular note is the need to

efficiently reach high, uniform temperatures. This uniformity is important to the quality of films

produced through Volmer-Weber growth, which is the simplest achievable growth mode for the

equipment and budget of the Bumm group. Excess heat inside the chamber poses a hazard to not

only the deposited film’s quality but also the physical integrity of the chamber. Through an intri-

cate arrangement of radiative heat insulating tantalum sheets within a water-cooled copper block,

this design can effectively heat substrates to temperatures as high as 1000° C. The utility of the

insulation during heating is met and contradicted by an actuated heat-sink once the film is fin-

ished and needs to be removed. This heat-sink descends to conduct heat out of the ceramic body

which holds the substrate and out to the cooling lines of the equipment’s exterior. This quickly

brings the equipment back down to a manageable temperature thus increasing the operating effi-

2
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ciency of the setup.
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2 DESIGN OUTLINE

Chapter 2

Design Outline

Thermal evaporation and deposition requires both a source to evaporate and a substrate to ad-

sorb the gaseous particles. This project dealt with the substrate, more specifically an assembly to

dramatically improve upon the temperature uniformity of the substrate offered by the traditional

heater. Traditional commercial heaters require the purchaser to provide and implement ubiquitous

additional components, such as insulation and cooling means. While deposition is possible with-

out these additional components, as seen in Figure 1 below, it can be significantly more complex.

Figure 1: An illustration of what a very simple thermal evaporation deposition system might look
like. This includes the shutter, which is necessary to manage how much of the deposition reaches
the substrate.

The substrate’s temperature can range as high as 1000° C [5], which poses an interesting de-

4



2 DESIGN OUTLINE

sign constraint, as unaccounted for heat within the system can induce outgassing, the release of

gasses otherwise dissolved within solids. These gasses severely impinge upon the quality of a

deposited thin film and must be accounted for, through adequate pumping or outright prevention

whenever possible. The standard heating setup can make the management of heat difficult, how-

ever, due to the inefficiencies of conduction in vacuum. As seen in figure 2, traditional heaters are

throttled by the small surface imperfections between mated surfaces which reduce the area of ef-

fective conductive contact. Trials where the substrate is ineffectively affixed to the heater can fail,

with uneven crystal growth and poor adhesion between the film and the substrate, thus wasting

time and resources within the lab.

Designing around the problem of ineffective heaters was a major guiding force in this design’s

proposal. By adding a secondary heater, the limitations of the conductive contact can be over-

come, through effective radiative heating. This requires a significant amount of additional infras-

tructure within the chamber, so by integrating multiple necessary components into this single de-

sign multiple issues can be solved with a singular composite system, providing a means to signif-

icantly improve the quality of produced thin films. Figure 3 below shows what this system might

look like in more explanatory detail. Note how the water cooling needs are directly incorporated

into the walls of the structure which encloses the heater, allowing the heat very little space to es-

cape from. Note also how the bottom heater, insulation, and water cooling are all a part of the

shutter, which has already been discussed as a requisite piece of equipment. Figure 4, in contrast,

shows what the final assembled design looks like within the 3D computer aided design (CAD)

software used, Autodesk Inventor. Note how the enclosure of Figure 3 correlates to the copper

block seen at the center of Figure 4.

5



2 DESIGN OUTLINE

Figure 2: An illustration showing the way mated surfaces can be in imperfect conductive con-
tact while under vacuum. Notably, the substrate is shown as perfectly flat, but this is because the
Bumm group’s substrate of choice, mica, cleaves to atomically flat surfaces.

6



2 DESIGN OUTLINE

Figure 3: A very simply presented form of the heater and integrated equipment proposed, with
labels denoting what each color-coded piece represents.
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Figure 4: A CAD rendering of the components designed and the base they are installed onto.

8



2.1 Water-Cooled Walls 2 DESIGN OUTLINE

2.1 Water-Cooled Walls

Almost all of the system’s components are encompassed by the thick copper walls which make

up the outside of the ’box’. The high thermal conductance of the copper makes it ideal as a sink

material to remove unaccounted for heat in the system. Additionally, copper’s machinability

means that more complicated manufacturing operations can be employed, and special capabili-

ties can be utilized in the final design.

Figure 5: The 3D model of the heater’s walls, the insulating tantalum sheets, and the brazed VCR
fittings which connect to the internal water lines.

This design, seen in figure 5, employs a significant amount of cooling through the use of stepped

waterlines made by through holes drilled in the center-line of each wall with plugs affixed to the

9



2.1 Water-Cooled Walls 2 DESIGN OUTLINE

entrance and exit holes. This water removes the escaped heat of the ceramic heaters, prevent-

ing that heat from leaking into the rest of the chamber. These walls can be more clearly seen in

figure 6, which also isolates the walls from the sheets of tantalum and fittings. The fittings are

simply commercially available VCR® compliant butt-welded plugs, with a retained nut. These

fittings are a common choice when sealing fluid lines inside a high vacuum, as water leaked into

the chamber has the potential to damage, or destroy, many of the other components. Thus, VCR®

fittings are necessary, as their made-for-vacuum seals utilize compressed metal gaskets and thus

offer a very compliant seal. The choice of fittings further elaborated upon in section 3.2.

A discussion of the methods used to calculate the needs of this system is found in section 4.2,

and the CFD modeling techniques used to validate this design is the subject of chapter 5.

10
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Figure 6: The 3D model of the heater’s walls, with transparency enabled such that the water-
cooling lines are visible.

11
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2.2 Lid

A priority of this design has been ensuring the ease of use for the end user. This means that

it needs to be as simple and quick as possible to replace the substrate, once the desired film has

been deposited and collected. This system addresses that need by mounting the substrate holder

to the lid of the setup, so that a user can simply pick up, invert and remove the lid from the cham-

ber to have free, unencumbered access to the substrate. This can be seen illustrated below, in

figure 7. Note that this sketch doesn’t account for the hardware necessary to retain the actuated

heat-sink, which would come later in the design process.

Figure 7: An illustration of the way the lid was intended to be separated from the rest of the
equipment, to ease access to the substrate.

And on the underside of this lid, seen in figure 9, there are layers of tantalum for insulation,

and the mounting hardware for the alumina block, and finally the alumina block itself. The alu-

mina block will have tungsten-rhenium heating elements within, to facilitate the actual heating of

the substrate. The desired substrate will be clipped onto the block, and the block will be secured

through bent wires, to reduce heat lost due to conduction into the rest of the assembly. The lid

12



2.2 Lid 2 DESIGN OUTLINE

Figure 8: The heater’s lid, isolated from the rest of the CAD assembly

contains a slot within the lip which is sized to ease prying the lid off the box’s top. The lid also

features a hole in its center, to accommodate the actuated heat-sink, which is discussed in the fol-

lowing section. Of further note is the retaining hardware seen on each of the lid’s four sides. The

bolts screw into threaded holes within the topmost face of the walls, and allow the user to tighten

the hardware between the lid and the bolt’s cap. In this way, the user can lighten the connection

between the lid and the walls, through the bolt’s compression, which is distributed by the bar af-

fixed by both bolts. The bar acts to distribute the load applied by each bolt. However, alternative

designs have been provided which use the bolts as point loads, in case the bar method proves too

cumbersome for regular use. A bar which can be slid on or off the retaining bolts has also been

designed as a less complex solution, however it could potentially slip during tightening and prove

itself more of an annoyance than a solution.

13
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Figure 9: The underside of the heater’s lid, isolated from the rest of the CAD assembly

14



2.3 Actuated Heat-Sink 2 DESIGN OUTLINE

2.3 Actuated Heat-Sink

Every aspect of this design focuses on improving the usability for thin film deposition, and that

includes improving the duty cycle of the setup. The heat sink’s role is to hasten the cooling pro-

cess once a deposition has completed, by providing a highly thermally conductive path from the

alumina heating block to the water-cooled exterior walls. Without this component, one would

have to wait up to several hours for all of the heat to safely dissipate from the heater’s interior,

due to the design’s insulating properties. This heat sink gives the operator a shortcut, offering

the heat a direct conductive path from the alumina to the copper exterior, and better yet the heat

wicking water lines. An illustration of what this might look like is seen below, in figure 10. Ac-

tuating this heat-sink presents a challenge due to the constrained space and the properties of vac-

uum.

Figure 10: A simple presentation of how an actuated heat-sink could be manipulated to touch, or
not touch, the alumina heater.

In atmosphere, oftentimes what appears to be conductive heat transfer is heavily supplemented

by a conductive layer of air; this means that, while two bodies may appear to be touching, the

surface area in contact may be very small as discussed in the beginning of this section. In the

15
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instance of this conductive heat-sink case, there’s an apparent need to align two axes in three-

dimensional space, that of the alumina’s top face and the bottom face of the cylindrical heat-

sink, to achieve the highest quality contact. It’s less important to achieve perfect contact here

than in the case of substrate heating, as quickening the cooling process merely shortens the time

one must wait to access the chamber, but the spring is still necessary because of the potential for

askew faces to have a notable gap between them, like a can which has begun to tip over. To com-

pensate, our actuation scheme takes advantage of the compressive force of a spring, aligning the

face of the heat-sink’s cylinder to the top-most face of the alumina through an equalized distribu-

tion of force, as the spring attempts to maintain the alignment of its top and bottom faces. This

force maximizes the conductive area, and thus the heat conducted out of the block.

Much like an active high switch, when the spring isn’t displaced it presses the solid cylinder

of copper, the sink, against the alumina, the source. Were this actuated with a solid rod mounted

onto a linear feedthrough, one might accidentally push the heat-sink too firmly into the alumina,

cracking it. By actuating this setup with a cord, the compressive tension of the spring defines the

force between the heat-sink and the alumina, and this force is adjustable through the tightening or

loosening of the topmost circular plate’s retaining bolts. It also simplifies the process of uncou-

pling these actuation pieces when the lid needs to be removed for accessing the substrate.

16
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Figure 11: The model for the assembly of the actuated heat-sink. The heat-sink itself can be seen
as the copper cylinder at the bottom of the image.

17
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2.4 Shutter-Cart

The traditional shutter of vacuum setups is the basis of a surprising number of components.

This is at least partially because by its simplest definition, a surface which can be manually moved

in-and-out of the way of the deposition source, a shutter can accomplish the vast majority of de-

sired operations. The simplest shutters allow technicians to precisely control the amount and

quality of adsorbed material, by preventing deposition until a steady flow is achieved and only

allowing deposition for the desired amount of time, thus controlling the number of layers. In a

similar respect, by placing an electrified quartz crystal on a shutter one can measure the deposited

material by the damping of the quartz’s vibrations as its mass increases with deposited material

and interpreting the resultant flux. This shutter’s design exists in contrast to those most widely

available, most importantly because of its integration of a heating element.

The bottom shutter is essentially a mirrored and compressed version of the system lying above

it. This is another utility-minded choice. A totally passive shutter would only maintain a barrier

between the evaporating source and the adsorbing substrate. This barrier allows the operator to

finely control the amount of deposited material in the thin film. However, it does nothing else.

Instead of relying on a layer of fluid to facilitate effective heat transfer, this design emphasizes

the radiative application of heat to the substrate. While the substrate is affixed to the top ceramic

tightly to provide some conductive transfer, the Shutter-Cart’s heater’s radiative heat substantially

compensates that which is provided by the above heater. In this way the substrate is hopefully

brought to the desired temperature, and an equilibrium, in a more uniform manner, which pro-

vides a surface that better facilitates the growth of large, continuous, flat metallic crystals.

Starting from the outside and working in on the assembly seen in figure 12, the copper walls

function similarly to those of the top, allowing a reservoir for remnants of escaping heat, though

the cooling lines to remove this heat are within shields mounted above where the cart is displaced

to when it isn’t shielding the substrate. Then layers of tantalum insulate the heater from radiative

heat losses, reflecting that heat back at the heater to help it build in temperature. Finally, a dupli-

18



2.4 Shutter-Cart 2 DESIGN OUTLINE

Figure 12: The shutter-cart, as modeled. At each of the four corners there’s a bearing which is
fastened such that it can freely rotate, and act as the "wheels" of the shutter-cart.

cate alumina heating block radiates heat directly at the substrate above. Of course, all of these

components contribute to the overall weight of this piece of the system, the shutter-cart’s copper

will weigh about 7 pounds and the alumina alone weighs almost half a pound. Section 3.5 further

elaborates on the weight considerations.

19
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2.5 Rails

The complexities of this heater design bely a much greater effectiveness of the system as a

whole, but the benefits do come at significant costs. One of the largest design sacrifices made was

that of weight. While an ordinary setup’s shutter could weigh mere ounces, ours weighs nearly

7 pounds, over 3 kilograms. This is a trivial amount when manipulated outside the chamber, but

when hung above thousands of dollars of equipment within a sealed container at vacuum, it’s

another proposition entirely. Those traditional shutters are actuated using rotary feedthroughs,

rotating the shutter between the source and substrate when so desired. But by creating a dramati-

cally heavier shutter, the rotary feedthrough’s limitations are exposed. Rotary feedthroughs have

maximum axial loads, and the torque necessary to actuate the shutter is greatly effected by the

weight of the given shutter. Therefore, instead of mounting the shutter on a rotary feedthrough,

the entire shutter is mounted to a cart which is free to smoothly ride along rails, using bearings as

wheels. This takes the weight off the rotary feedthrough, and makes the required torque a func-

tion of the feedthrough’s performance as a pulley rather than the weight of a given shutter. Addi-

tionally the pulley’s performance can be improved, should it prove an issue, in contrast to solving

issues when mounting directly to a rotary feedthrough, where the choice of solutions essentially

comes down to removing equipment borne by the feedthrough or buy a new feedthrough entirely.

The rails rest on the overall support frame for the heater so the weight of the shutter-cart is borne

by the four mounting rods which are fastened to threaded holes in the chamber’s base. The over-

all support frame also incorporates shields which prevent the shutter’s heat from reaching the bell

jar when displaced from under the top heater, which is also supported by this frame.

In designing this way, the shutter will always be supported, no matter what systems might

break. Additionally, this strictly dictates the motion of the shutter, giving the operator precise

and rapid control along the length of track.

20
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Figure 13: The rails and their associated structures, the plate which the heater rests upon and the
posts which carry the entire structure, with two posts omitted for visual clarity.

21
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2.6 Actuation

Actuation within the chamber became a huge cause of concern as the project went on. At least

two components of the heater assembly needed to be movable from the outside. Each proposed

solution came with benefits and drawbacks which needed to be compared in order to decide upon

an agreeable solution. While certain off the shelf solutions addressed these needs, their prices

increase exorbitantly with their capabilities. An effort has been made to reuse existing equip-

ment, and as such designs which relied on the rotary feedthroughs in the Bumm group’s posses-

sion were given priority over designs which might use linear feedthroughs that would need to be

purchased.

When considering actuation options it’s important to consider that many solutions for transfer-

ring mechanical power and motion in atmosphere are inappropriate under vacuum. The friction

of most gears can cause particulates to loose and additional offgassing surfaces to be exposed,

heat can be conducted or stored in troubling ways, lubricants and other coatings are often sources

of significant off-gassing, and commercial alternatives of all of these subjects come at a premium

when purchased to accommodate maintaining the vacuum’s cleanliness. A compromised choice

was made, then, to design actuating equipment which integrated just one specialty vacuum-safe

part, ultrahigh vacuum compliant bearings sold by MDC Vacuum. These radial bearings are de-

signed for specialty actuation applications within ultrahigh vacuum, are not enclosed and thus

cannot contain pockets of air, and utilize a proprietary vacuum compliant lubricant, in lieu of the

machine oil which would be used for standard machine bearings [2].

22
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Chapter 3

Mathematical Analysis

3.1 Radiative Heat Transfer Calculations

This step of the thermal evaporator design process is to create an effective substrate heater.

The heater’s effectiveness is to be evaluated based on how evenly it provides a 1000 ° C face of

an alumina block, with dimensions of approximately 3 × 3 inches, which our substrate will rest

upon; and how efficiently it uses its supply power to reach this temperature.

Simplified analysis began with an assumed shape of an alumina block, 3 × 3 × 1 in, with a

surface area of 30 in2 (0.0193548 m2), heated to a steady-state (isothermal) of 1000 °C (1273.15

K). We will initially treat this shape as a sphere of equivalent area.

Using this first rough assumption, we can calculate the approximate power radiated from an

akin blackbody using the Stefan-Boltzmann law (1).

P = AσT 4 (1)

Where

σ =
2π5k4

15c2h3 = 5.670373×10−8 Wm−2K−4,

P≡ Power Radiated, W

A≡ Surface Area, m2

T ≡ Absolute Temperature, K

This initial estimate offers

P u 2889 W

This heat loss indicates that we would need to supply that level of wattage to maintain the de-

sired temperature of the block at steady state. Any unaccounted for heat loss has the potential

to negatively impact the quality of the deposition, or heat something else in the chamber; every

23
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accounted for watt, at steady state, needs to be removed from the system. Thus, minimizing the

required wattage minimizes the required cooling, which minimizes the risk of cooling related

failure. This failure is why the estimate needs to be accurate, or at the very least excessive.

The first refinement to make is to assume a nonzero environmental temperature, as it’s unlikely

the chamber will be kept at 0 K. Instead, a more reasonable assumption is that the chamber will

be at equilibrium with the temperature of the lab, which is inside an air conditioned building.

Therefore, the approximation will use 25 ° C for the surroundings, standard ambient temperature,

P = Aσ

(
T 4

body−T 4
surroundings

)
. (2)

This only reduces the required heat to 2,875 Watts.

Treating the heater and the chamber walls as objects with arbitrary geometry, instead of form-

less concepts, can help narrow down the actual expected wattage. Using what’s called the shape

factor, or view factor, Fi– j, for bodies i and j is the first step in understanding the importance of

the physicality of the surfaces, that is, that they exist as physical objects whose geometry and spa-

tial relationships can influence how effectively the heat is transferred. For example, two surfaces

facing opposite directions cannot radiate heat between themselves.

These are only functions of geometry, and act as coefficients to the terms in the black body

emission calculations (3).

Q̇1–2 = A1F1–2 (Eb1−Eb2) , Ebi = σT 4
bi (3)

In the case of a body fully enclosed by the surface of another body, like our approximation as it

currently stands, or a pair of concentric spheres, the view factor is F1–2 = 1, as all emitted radia-

tion is captured by the enclosing surface. This level of approximation does not account for what

fraction of emitted radiation reaches the surface which emits it, Fi–i. For the case of two infinite

parallel planes, this is zero. But for 2 concentric spheres, per our approximation, this is a nonzero

fraction. Because the sheets of tantalum and other faces cannot self-reflect, as they do not have
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the curvature, it is more helpful to approximate these shapes using sequential planes of infinite

area, rather than concentric spheres. This will be the solution method moving forward, albeit with

solutions that incorporate the area, rather than the heat flux results which are more commonly

used in ’infinite plane’ approximations.

The next assumption is that sheets of tantalum will be used to reduce the radiative losses of the

block, as this is a standard insulating material in alike applications. In conduction analysis there’s

a concept of thermal resistance, in analogy to electrical resistance, to calculate the reduction in

heat transfer in a system due to the presence of a given material. Though this approximation is far

from accounting for whatever conductive heat transfer may occur, this technique can still be used

to better calculate the radiative heat losses. Before accounting for the emissivity constants, ε ,

and treating the block as being fully shrouded by the sheets, then again shrouded by the chamber

walls, it’s obvious from the zeroth law of thermodynamics, that of equilibrium, that the tantalum

sheets must reach a temperature between that of the surroundings’ sink, and the block’s source.

In this approximation (before accounting for the emissivity values), every nth sheet reduces the

heat losses by a coefficient of 1
1+n [3].

P =
1

1+n
AσT 4 (4)

With this coefficient in mind it’s trivial to determine the substantial efficiency gains the sheets

provide. However, once one accounts for the emissivity values, the sheet’s insulating efficacy is

reduced. In the continued effort to solve for overestimates of the required power, these emissivi-

ties must be accounted for.

Emissivities are an important part of how effectively materials radiate heat. These coefficients,

represented with ε , work alike to the view factor, except they’re independent of the final geome-

try. They’re merely functions of what materials each body is made of, and sometimes what tem-

perature as well. This analysis will use the upper limits of these values, so that the approximation

favors overcompensating, thus accommodating the upper limit of the system’s requisite power.

Pulling from a table compiled by the Mikron group [9], we have a number of applicable emis-
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sivities.

εAl2O3 = 0.42

εTa = 0.26

εCu = 0.88

For our two body, heater and surroundings, case, this modifies equation 1 such:

P = ε
′
σA(T 4

body−T 4
surroundings) = 1,142W, ε

′ =
1

εAl2O3

+
1

εCu
−1 = 0.3972 (5)

This accountability has already halved the initial expected wattage, without accounting for in-

sulating layers. Continuing, here’s an equation accounting for the decreased wattage per added

layer. Note that this is still an approximation using arbitrary parallel planes of identical area, in-

cluding the planes of the shield layers.

P=
σ(T 4

b −T 4
s )

Rb +R1 +R2 + · · ·+Ri + · · ·+Rn +Rs
,

Rb = Resistance of the emissive body, 1−εb
Aεb

Ri = Resistance of the individual shield(s), 1
A + 1−εi

Aεi

n = The Number of shields being used

Rs = Resistance of the surface, 1
A + 1−εs

Aεs

(6)

We can simplify this equation significantly by expecting the shields to be made of identical mate-
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rial,

P =
σ(T 4

b −T 4
s )

Rb +R1 + · · ·+Rn +Rs
,

Rb = Resistance of the emissive body, 1−εb
Aεb

Rshield(s) = Resistance of the shield(s), 1
Ai
+ 1−εi

Aiεi

n = The number of shields being used

Rs = Resistance of the surface, 1
A + 1−εs

Aεs

(7)

Substituting in the desired values to (7), and using the simplified assumption that all of the in-

sulating layers will have the same surface area as the alumina block, the respective values are

P =
σ(T 4

b −T 4
s )

Rb +n ·Rshield(s) +Rs
,

Rb =
1−εAl2O3
AεAl2O3

= 71.35 m−2

Rshield(s) =
1
A + 1−εTa

AεTa
= 198.6 m−2

n = The number of shields being used

Rs =
1
A + 1−εCu

AεCu
= 7.0 m−2

(8)

Putting these values into table 2 seen below, it’s evident that the insulating layers provide dra-

matic returns on heating efficiency, but that those returns do diminish.

Number of layers Expected Wattage Wattage decrease
0 1895 N/a
1 536 −1359
2 312 −224
3 220 −92
4 170 −50
5 138 −31

Table 2: The anticipated wattage to maintain 1000 ° C for a given number of tantalum layers, and
the subsequent reduction in wattage each additional layer facilitates
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This approximation has yet to account for the necessary increase in area each enveloping sur-

face must accommodate, since parallel planes may all hold identical areas, but spheres encom-

passing one another must get progressively larger. This will decrease the required power of the

approximation, as is evident from the surface area variable in the resistance terms of (6), (7), and

(8).

3.2 Water Flow Heat Transfer Calculations

The first step in calculating this system’s rudimentary cooling needs is to use a steady-flow

energy balance equation.

Q̇in +Ẇin +∑
in

ṁθ = Q̇out +Ẇout +∑
out

ṁθ (9)

Many of these terms can be eliminated off the cuff. The only energy introduced is the heat,

Q̇in, of the heating element, and the kinetic energy and work done by the cooling line is negli-

gible, leaving only Q̇out . From the sections 3.1 calculations it can be assumed that less than 600

W of power will be used to heat the alumina, so this will be used as an overly safe upper bound

on the heat which needs to be removed from the system. Lin Hall is equipped with chilled water

lines to supply the cooling needs of the building’s equipment, so this is our chosen cooling fluid.

Because these lines were designed to support multiple applications of similar scale, their limita-

tions will not need to be considered, as later analysis will prove.

Moving forward with these simplifications, we get the following form,

Q̇in = cp,avg (Toutlet−Tinlet) ṁ (10)

Because the cooling system is oversized, the outlet temperature of the water will be kept to a

minimum of 10 °C above the inlet, rather than maximizing the cooling potential of the water.

Solving this equation provides an ṁ value of 14 g/s, which given the density of water is 14 cm3/s

or 0.84 L/min. To simplify further calculations this will be rounded up to 1 L/min. This volu-
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metric flow rate will be used moving forward.

The next design choice was to pick an appropriate VCR fitting for the given thickness of the

copper walls. The corresponding pipe diameter will determine the cross-sectional area of the

fluid at any given point, and thus determine the flow velocity. This is an important quantity, as

it will later help determine the Reynold’s Number, and thus the measure of turbulence within the

pipes. The more turbulent the flow, the better the heat transfer, as more of the fluid is exposed to

the outer walls. The Reynold’s number also depends on the fluid density, dynamic viscosity, and

hydraulic diameter of the line. The hydraulic diameter is the same as the line diameter, so it’s also

dependent on the choice of VCR fitting. All of these factors were tabulated, then correlated to

the pressure drop each line would experience. While it’s expected that Lin Hall’s chilled water

will be sufficient, the variables at play correlate to magnitudes of difference, and higher pressure

systems hold higher risks in vacuum. The Haaland equation

1√
f
=−1.8log

[(
ε/D
3.7

)1.11

+
6.9
Re

]
(10)

was used to approximate the friction factor, f , which was used to calculate the major losses in

each possible line through the Darcy Weischbach equation,

∆p
L

= fD ·
ρ

2
· {v}

2

D
(11)

With all of these in mind, the potential pressure drops (as normalized for a single meter’s length)

were tabulated, and from these it was determined that 0.18 inches, which reflects the nominal

1/4" VCR standards, was the ideal ID of the line. The model of the heater’s walls was then mod-

ified to accommodate the lines, with three rows along three of the walls, and two on the wall

which contains the VCR connectors. The geometry of this updated model was then used for vali-

dation inside the ANSYS Fluent Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling process, which

is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

CFD Analysis and Validation

Using this updated model, the heat flow was simulated using ANSYS Fluent, a computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) focused submodule of the finite element analysis (FEA) suite of tools AN-

SYS offers. The goal of this analysis would be to verify the results of the mathematical analysis,

mainly the conclusion that the cooling lines were sufficient for the amount of heat which would

ever be applied in anticipated operating conditions. Additionally the work within ANSYS would

need to correlate to the values determined by the mathematical analysis. Due to the nature of es-

timations, these were not expected to be exact matches, just values within a magnitude of the

mathematical solution. Additionally, the solution offered by ANSYS was checked for internal

consistency, as errors in the setup process could be identified through results which violate simple

physical laws, such as continuity of matter.

The approximations and simplifications made here do not exactly match those made in the

mathematical approach. One constraint limiting the scope of this analysis is that the version of

ANSYS freely available to students limits the number of nodes, or elements, used in a given anal-

ysis. This limits the fidelity of the results based on the geometry analyzed. As such, superfluous

geometry is excised to ensure the majority of elements are ’spent’ on the specific volumes which

needed to be analyzed. Because this analysis was focused on the efficacy of the water cooling

lines, the only model analyzed was the walls which contained said lines. This raises the assump-

tion that the heat held by the shutter and lid is negligible. For the lid this is a simple assumption,

as it is held pressed against the walls such that conduction is maintained with the walls, and any

heat it captured could easily flow to the walls. The heat retained by the shutter could be consid-

erable, within the scope of this piece of equipment, however the containment of that heat is well

accounted for; the wheel-based actuation solution means that very little of the cart could conduct

heat to other components, and the radiative source of the heat is either focused upon the substrate

or contained in full by an effectively insulating plate. With these considerations taken in mind,
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the actual properties and techniques of the setup can be considered and discussed.

Because the method of design used CAD files designed inside of Autodesk Inventor, those

CAD models were able to be imported directly into ANSYS, albeit converted from their propri-

etary file format to the more universal STEP format, which is the "Standard for the Exchange of

Product model data", a file format for 3D objects defined by the International Organization for

Standardization [8]. The file was opened within ANSYS’s own geometry application, Space-

Claim, and then processed. SpaceClaim’s utility in this step was that it could be used to verify

the model’s compatibility with ANSYS, label sections of faces and volumes which would be ref-

erenced later, and to identify the cavity occupied by the flowing water. This kind of problem is

called a conjugate heat transfer problem, a problem dealing with the coupled bodies of a solid

and a flowing fluid and their boundary in common [7]. ANSYS Fluent and computational FEA

tools more generally are well equipped to solve these kinds of problems.

Having made all requisite preparations, the setup was provided the initial values and constants

necessary to effectively solve the problem. Some of these were more simply determined than

others. The fluid velocity at the inlet was set to 1 m/s and 300 K, per the water flow heat trans-

fer calculations of section 3.2. At the outlet it was assumed that there was no gauge pressure, so

that there was no backpressure or driving pressure considered. These assumptions all relied on

the idea presented in section 3.2 that Lin Hall, the building this equipment will reside in, has a

cooling water setup which far exceeds the needs of any system which could be designed for these

purposes. The acceleration due to gravity was added to the parameters due to its ease of imple-

mentation and uncontroversial, if insignificant, effects. Finally, the radiative heat was accounted

for. Because of the scope of its functionality, the heat flow boundary conditions for radiation was

not used inside of ANSYS. The simplifications made to accommodate this analysis made that

an inappropriate choice, and instead heat flux applied across the interior of the walls was used to

represent the heat source. The amount of heat flux was determined as,

Heat Flux =
Heat

Total Area
⇒ Maximum Anticipated Heating Wattage

4 · Indivdual Interior Wall Area
(12)
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and using the values below, one determined in section 3.1 and one taken from directly from the

model,

Maximum Anticipated Heating Wattage = 600 W

Indivdual Interior Wall Area = 8.941 in2 = 0.02307 m2

These values provide a heat flux of 26 kW/m2. This is an inherently high estimation, as it as-

sumes that at the highest anticipated power delivery the setup is also at steady-state, meaning it

has been left on long enough that associated components have reached equilibrium temperatures,

and finally it assumes that no heat is lost among the layers of tantalum foil insulation, whose sole

purpose is to concentrate heat at the substrate and thus away from reaching the cooling walls.

Having assembled all prerequisites, including those correlated through or provided by prior

work in this process, the most pressing questions can be answered. Firstly, what temperatures

does the block reach?
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Figure 14: A volume rendering of the walls’ temperature at a steady-state operating condition
defined in the text.
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Figure 14 shows the approximated distribution of temperature at steady-state. From the leg-

end’s upper bound one can see that the highest temperature seen within the copper block is 37

°C. The lower bound is not informative, as it’s simply the temperature of the chilled water supply,

which is among the predetermined boundary values. From this representation it’s clear that the

temperature should never get so great that the water lines struggle in the slightest. It’s also clear

from the model’s heat distribution that the wall with two lines, rather than the three contained

by the other walls, will be the hottest because of its lesser capacity for cooling. This is consis-

tent with anticipated behavior, and thus increases confidence in the accuracy of this model. In

addition, the walls are coolest where they’re in contact with the cooling lines. The validity of this

model, and its parameters, will be further reinforced later in this section.

Figure 15: A rendering of the surface temperature within the cooling lines during operating con-
ditions.

Figure 15 is also consistent with the behavior expected for the system. At the inlet it’s at its
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coolest, and as the water follows the perimeter of the walls it gradually heats up.

Being satisfied with the validity of the results so far, the final result to explore is the pressure

at the outlet. The water flow calculations emphasized a turbulent flow, to maximize the efficacy

of the water’s heat transfer. This meant that the driving pressure of the system needed to be just

enough to result in positive flow. In practice this may not make much of a difference, but for the

purposes of exploring the theoretical capabilities of a system like this it’s a more than useful ex-

ercise. Looking at the average pressure across the outlet and referencing ANSYS’s legend reveals

a negative pressure. Noting that this is a relative pressure, one can draw the conclusion that the

water flow values have just overshot the initially calculated expectations. But, also noting the

magnitude of the outlet pressure against the magnitude of the driving pressure, it’s reasonable to

assume this correlation between the mathematical approximation and the CFD approximation is

indicative of a valid model.
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Figure 16: A rendering showing the simulated water pressure at the outlet while operating, no-
tably approximating the average pressure across the entire outlet rather than delineating areas of
high and low pressure.
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Chapter 5

Use, Troubleshooting, and Future Application

5.1 Intended Use Procedure

The heater’s design, and the provided procedure, is focused on use within our existing setup.

However, the majority of procedures should be universal, or at least easily adapted, as vacuum

chamber setups for PVD broadly operate on alike principals.

WHILE OPEN TO THE ATMOSPHERE

To access the substrate’s mounting point, all a user will need to do is remove the lid from the

assembly. This is more complicated than most lids, but still eminently doable. First, one needs to

ensure the heat sink hardware has been properly secured. Briefly disconnecting it from its actuat-

ing assembly, where it’s connected to a feedthrough, should be enough to do this. Next, one will

need to free the lid by setting aside the lid tightening hardware. This can be accomplished by first

removing the eight screws securing the four pieces of lid tightening hardware, and then the four

pieces of hardware itself. A screwdriver can then be used to pry the lid off of the walls which it’s

resting on, using the slot designated for prying. Every effort should be made to lift the lid verti-

cally, to keep the lid’s stacked layers of tantalum foil from hitting those of the walls. Once the lid

is clear from the rest of the assembly it can be inverted, revealing the alumina block where the

substrate can be clipped into place. Following these steps in reverse order, one can reinstall the

appropriate components and then prepare for the sealed procedures.

WHILE SEALED

Before the roughing pump is enabled, the user will need to ensure all components are in their

appropriate places. The following checklist should generally be observed:

• The shutter-cart needs to be placed directly beneath the assembly.

• The heat-sink-block needs to be displaced so that it’s not removing heat during the warming-
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up process.

• The cooling lines should have water flowing through them.

These steps ensure not only that the alumina and substrate are efficiently heated, but that radiant

heat isn’t inadvertently released into the chamber, possibly damaging it.

Once the heater has reached a steady-state at its desired temperature, and the deposition sources

are evaporating at a sufficient rate, the shutter-cart can be moved out from under the assembly

and the thin film deposition can begin. Once the film has been deposited as desired, as monitored

on a separate piece of equipment, the shutter-cart can be moved back in front of the sample, to

prevent excess deposition, and the spring actuated heat-sink can be released onto the alumina

block. This will accelerate the block’s return to a more desirable temperature. Once that tem-

perature has been reached, as assessed by a thermocouple, the chamber can be opened and the

substrate can be removed.

To remove the substrate, the user will need to loosen the bolts retaining the lid, uncouple the

cord which operates the spring-actuated heat-sink, and pull the lid upwards, utilizing the milled

slot for a Phillips, or flat-head, screwdriver if the lid seems unduly stuck. Once removed one can

easily access and remove the clips, and thus the substrate and deposited film, which retain the

substrate to the alumina block, per Figure 9.

5.2 Troubleshooting

Because this design only exists on paper, it is impossible to now know all issues it may en-

counter in installation. However, the potential for some issues has been anticipated, with pro-

posed solutions for those issues as well. Consideration needs to be given to the fact that this

design focuses purely on the physical components, and does not delve into the specifics of the

wiring needs, or other less tangible choices. This has been done in part for the sake of simplicity,

but more broadly in light of the patent needs and implementation of such subsystems.

Of note is the potential for additional off-gassing as a result of frictional material removal ex-
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posing new surface area for off gassing. Therefore, reducing frictional relationships is impor-

tant to maintaining the chamber’s integrity. The use of lubrication, which would provide a film

of fluid to interface between any sliding bodies, is not possible here, as what constitute lubricants

available at this scale of manufacture are all given to off-gassing, the very problem that needs

mitigation. This problem guided many of the decisions made in this process, but certain com-

promises were made too. The cable which controls the position of the shutter-cart could incite

this issue, as the static friction between it and the various pulleys it interfaces with may slip into

kinetic friction and cause this issue. That is why the cables need to be held taut, to reduce the

possibility of this occurrence. Additionally, should tightening these cables fail to solve the issue,

there is an additional provided design for an actuation solution with phalanges-like rods rotating

through bearings as revolute joints. Additional sources of frictional removed material might be

the tight fit between the top of the shutter-cart and the bottom of the top heater. Possible inter-

ference here would be solved through additional machining to reach the desired fit, or preferably

adjusting the vertical position of the shutter-cart and rails through their mounting points on the

heater support.

Additionally, and far more obviously, nixing the custom actuary components in favor of com-

mercial options, and swapping in a linear feedthrough is a simple solution, albeit one with a

price-tag several hundred-times the materials budget for the designs provided herein which rely

on currently owned rotary feedthroughs.

Should the cart prove difficult to actuate with the initial cable setup, there are provided alter-

native pulley sizes, to accommodate reducing, or increasing, the number of rotations required to

move the shutter-cart. If this fails to solve the problem, once again, there is the potential to in-

stead use a linear feedthrough to actuate the cart.

5.3 Future Applications

This setup will be used for thin-film depositions for the foreseeable future, and some of the

accommodations this could require have already been accounted for. For example, the significant
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heating requirements of a process like gold deposition, and deposition onto gold, were used as

an upper bound during the design process. Beyond this, the assembly is compartmentalized such

that many of the components can be replaced with correlating alternative parts.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Providing an evenly heated substrate is key to achieving a desirable thin film for STM appli-

cations. Achieving this evenness has been accomplished in different ways, to different degrees

of success, in setups like this one in many previous labs. By integrating two heaters, designing

with insulation in mind, and closely integrating water-cooling, the overall complexity of the de-

sign was greatly increased, but with that increase came a greater guarantee of having brought the

substrate a well developed, even temperature. This holds the potential for producing films within

the lab of much greater quality than could be manufactured previously, or potentially better than

films for purchase.

By designing around making the substrate as accessible as possible, as well as integrating a so-

lution to quickly remove heat from the setup, the design focuses specifically on the workflow re-

quired by thin film manufacture. Since this chamber will be dedicated to that process, the ability

to prioritize the end-user’s needs and consumed time over the universalized features of commer-

cial heaters will hopefully be a boon to the system’s overall efficiency and use.

Of note is the inability, due to the limitations of time, to begin physical manufacture of parts

within the design. While this was disappointing, it meant that work further than merely what

would have been built could be completed, and that tools were able to be excised to better guar-

antee a success when the parts are eventually made and assembled. While ordinarily some pieces

of this design would have been adjusted through trial and error in the physical world, here it was

necessary to check, and double-check, results which would otherwise might have merely been as-

sumed. This ended up being a revealing part of the overall design process, as givens such as the

effectiveness of tantalum sheets for insulation, or the effectiveness of the water lines embedded in

the copper walls, were analyzed, and proven to be true, rather than simply taken for granted.
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C2C1

C3

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 1.00 1.00

A2 4.00 1.00

A3 1.00 4.00

A4 4.00 4.00

.194 THRU

B1 .50 2.22

B2 4.50 2.22

B3 .50 2.78

B4 4.50 2.78

1/4-20 UNC - 2B

C1 1.61 2.41

C2 2.36 2.41

C3 2.64 2.59

C4 3.39 2.59

8-32 UNC - 2B

D2

D1

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIMYDIM DESCRIPTION

D1 .53 .25

D2 .53 1.00

.194 THRU

 .313  .164

.875

.688

.875

1.125

.750

1.250
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

bottom plate v211

92196A198_18-8 STAINLESS 

STEEL SOCKET HEAD CAP 

SCREW

32

top plate v214

8-32 thin nut 

90730A009_TYPE 18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL NARROW 

HEX NUT

35

PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

spring 440lg 300od 236id 

9657K247_COMPRESSION SPRING

11

8-32 thin nut 90730A009_TYPE 

18-8 STAINLESS STEEL NARROW 

HEX NUT

12

heat sink v213

no8 1 in vented 90841A230_ 

CLEANED-AND-BAGGED VENTED 

SOCKET HEAD SCREW

14

 Project Name

 Part Name

 File Name

 Material

 Quantity  Scale  Point of Contact
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Spring-loaded Heatsink

1

1:1

Steel

1

1 4

2

5

1

3

4

2
8-32 UNC - 2B  .328

.500

1.375

.300  .188

.177 THRU

1.500

.520

.250

.125

1.500

.177 THRU
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Lid, Top walls, and retaining clamps

1 and 4

1:3 and 1:1

Copper and Steel

1

3.000

5.000

.500

.250

4.500

4.500

.375

.125

4.000

4.000

45°

45°

.170  .100

.150  .281

.194 THRU

4.000

.500

.194 THRU

R.063

.250

.250
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Alumina Heater

1

1:1

Alumina

1

2.000

2.000

1.000

.188

.250

.250

.316

.526

.156

.250
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

heater structure rod41

heater support rev 212

bottom rail 323

linearRailAssembly15

rail base26

base17
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Infrastructure parts

Steel

1

1:3

1

5

2

1

3

7

6
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Frame

Steel

1

1:3

1

A2

A6A5

A1

A3

A7 A8

A4

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 .34 4.08

A2 6.66 4.08

A3 .34 4.94

A4 6.66 4.94

A5 .34 9.21

A6 6.66 9.21

A7 .34 10.07

A8 6.66 10.07

.177 THRU

14.149

3.000

3.500

4.750

4.750

5.125

5.125

7.000

R5.106

2.449

R.219
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Rail

Steel

2

1:4 and 1:2

1

A4A2 A3A1

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 .25 .65

A2 .75 .65

A3 13.25 .65

A4 13.75 .65

.177 THRU

 .332 X 82°

B3B1 B2 B4

A3A1 A2 A4

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 4.05 .32

A2 4.91 .32

A3 9.18 .32

A4 10.04 .32

.300  1.059

B1 4.05 .32

B2 4.91 .32

B3 9.18 .32

B4 10.04 .32

.177 THRU

 .313  .164

1.309

.342

.125

R.125

.400
.775
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Base Pulley

Steel

1

1:1

1

1.000

.375

.266

R.063

.375

124°

2.500

2.275

.266

A2

A3

A1

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 -.16 -.27

A2 .32 .00

A3 -.16 .27

.177  1.000

8-32 UNC - 2B

6-32 UNC - 2B
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Threaded Support Rod

Steel

4

1:1

1

3/8-16 UNC - 2A

.375

9.625

1.500

Welded 3/8-16 retaining nut
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

Bottom Heater Assembly11

assembled v2 cord capture12

pseudo VCR fitting butt 

long 

9066N180_ULTRA-HIGH-PO

LISH BUTT-WELD FITTING

23

pseudo VCR fitting female 

nut 

9066N250_ULTRA-HIGH-PO

LISH BUTT-WELD FITTING

24
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 L.A. Bumm 405-364-7253, OU/Physics

Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Shutter-Cart

1

2:3

Mixed

1

1 24 3
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

base11

bottom clamp12

top clamp13

no8-32 1 1-2lg 

92196A178_18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL SOCKET 

HEAD CAP SCREW

14

8-32 thin nut 

90730A009_TYPE 18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL 

NARROW HEX NUT_MIR

15

 Project Name
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Cord Capture

1

1:1

Steel

1

2

3

4

1

5

8-32 UNC - 2B

.250

2.000

.375

.375

1.000

.250

.750

R.031

.194 THRU

.194 THRU

.375

1.125

.375

.500

.194
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

carriage 211

1-4 in conical lock washer 90127A029_STEEL 

BELLEVILLE SPRING LOCK WASHER

42

bearings from mdc vacuum23

1-4 IN 20 SCREW 1-2 LG 92196A537_18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW

24

no 8 half inch socket head screw 92196A194_18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL SOCKET HEAD CAP SCREW

25
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Cart Half

2

1:1 and 2:3

Steel

1

1

5

4 23

.375

5.250

A2A1

B1

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 .25 .40

A2 5.00 .40

1/4-20 UNC - 2B

B1 2.63 .31

.194 THRU

 .313  .125

C1 C2

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

C1 2.38 .13

C2 2.88 .13

8-32 UNC - 2B  .328

4.554 8
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Bottom Heater

1

1:2

Copper, Tantalum

1

Copper Walls

Tantalum Sheets

Bottom Alumina Heater
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PARTS LIST

PART NUMBERQTYITEM

rail mount for pulleys11

90127A029_STEEL 

BELLEVILLE SPRING LOCK 

WASHER

12

bearings from mdc vacuum13

1-4 20 screw 1 1-2 long 

92196A706_18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL SOCKET 

HEAD CAP SCREW

14

91845A029_TYPE 18-8 

STAINLESS STEEL HEX NUT

15

pulley default shape16

 Project Name
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Rail Pulley Mount

Steel

2

1:1

1

4

6

2

5

3

1
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Rail Pulley

Steel

2

1:1

1

.188

.750

.266

.500

.100

R.031

.500

.375

1.125

.500

.750

B1

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

B1 .25 -.25

1/4-20 UNC - 2B

A1 A2

HOLE TABLE

HOLE XDIM YDIM DESCRIPTION

A1 .13 .25 8-32 UNC - 2B

A2 .63 .25 8-32 UNC - 2B
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PARTS LIST

DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM

 copper plate with 

water lines

11

STEP AP203pseudo VCR fitting 

butt long 

9066N180_ULTRA-HIG

H-POLISH 

BUTT-WELD FITTING

22

STEP AP203pseudo VCR fitting 

female nut 

9066N250_ULTRA-HIG

H-POLISH 

BUTT-WELD FITTING

23
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Side Cooling Shields

Copper

2 1:2

1
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Allara Thermal Evaporator, Lin Hall 120

Side Shutter Cooler

Copper

2 1:1

1

4.000

4.000

1.000

.125

3.000

3.000

.750

14°
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2989.0669 Pa/foot of water head 0.4335 psi/foot of water head 1 L/min
538.032042 kPa 0.000145038 6894.757293 Q>= 1.66667E-05 m^3/s 

Lossless pressure, p Pa
OD ID OD-A in^2 ID-A in^2 OD-A m^2 ID-A m^2 Q/A = V m/s (per correlating areas) @20⁰ C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo) 30 ⁰C

0.125 0.07 0.012271846 0.003848451 7.9173E-06 2.48287E-06 2.105093591 6.712670889 2211.721 22489.42 2208.951599 22461.26 2206.182 22433.1
0.25 0.18 0.049087385 0.0254469 3.16692E-05 1.64173E-05 0.526273398 1.015187881 138.2326 514.3757 138.0594749 513.7315 137.8864 513.0874

0.375 0.31 0.110446617 0.075476764 7.12557E-05 4.86946E-05 0.233899288 0.342269379 27.3052 58.46873 27.2710074 58.39551 27.23681 58.3223
Possible VCR fitting sizes (mm. standards)
OD ID OD-A mm^2 ID-A mm^2 OD-A m^2 ID-A m^2

6 4 28.27433388 12.56637061 2.82743E-05 1.25664E-05 0.589462752 1.326291192 173.4204 877.941 173.2032819 876.8416 172.9861 875.7422
8 6 50.26548246 28.27433388 5.02655E-05 2.82743E-05 0.331572798 0.589462752 54.87131 173.4204 54.80260093 173.2033 54.73389 172.9861

10 8 78.53981634 50.26548246 7.85398E-05 5.02655E-05 0.212206591 0.331572798 22.47529 54.87131 22.44714534 54.8026 22.419 54.73389
12 10 113.0973355 78.53981634 0.000113097 7.85398E-05 0.147365688 0.212206591 10.83878 22.47529 10.82520512 22.44715 10.81163 22.419

Reynolds number, Re(u is flow speed (m/s)) Re> 2900 (Above 2900 it's turbulent flow, below 2300 it's laminar, which's worse for heat transfer) Haaland Eq. approximation of Darcy-weisbach friction factor

@Temp= 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo)30 ⁰C
ρ, density, kg/m^3 998.2 996.95 995.7

μ, dynamic viscosity, 
N*s/m^2 0.001002 0.0008985 0.000795

Dynamic Pressure 
u m/s (minimum for turbulent flow) p Pa (corresponding lossless pressure) (at higher Re, f goes higher, in an obtuse proportion)

D_H, m, hydraulic 
diameter 20 ⁰C

25 ⁰C (linear 
interpo) 30 ⁰C 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo)30 ⁰C D @ ε= 0.001E-3 m @ ε= 0.002E-3 m f=

4 1.778 0.001778 1.637255271 1.469978372 1.302281475 1337.889867 1077.122932 844.3223 0.001778 0.00056243 0.001125 0.0452 0.045609
6 3.175 0.003175 0.916862952 0.823187888 0.729277626 419.5622622 337.7857514 264.7795 0.003175 0.000314961 0.00063 0.04503 0.045247
8 4 0.004 0.727759968 0.653405386 0.578864116 264.3406144 212.8182181 166.8214 0.004 0.00025 0.0005 0.044987 0.045156

10 4.572 0.004572 0.636710383 0.571658256 0.506442796 202.3351959 162.8982212 127.6907 0.004572 0.000218723 0.000437 0.044967 0.045113
0.07 1.778 6 0.006 0.485173312 0.435603591 0.38590941 117.4847175 94.58587473 74.14285 0.006 0.000166667 0.000333 0.044934 0.045042

0.125 3.175 6.35 0.00635 0.458431476 0.411593944 0.364638813 104.8905656 84.44643785 66.19486 0.00635 0.00015748 0.000315 0.044929 0.04503
0.25 6.35 7.874 0.007874 0.369702803 0.3319306 0.294063559 68.21706917 54.92094033 43.05077 0.007874 0.000127 0.000254 0.04491 0.04499

0.375 9.525 8 0.008 0.363879984 0.326702693 0.289432058 66.08515359 53.20455454 41.70535 0.008 0.000125 0.00025 0.044909 0.044987
0.18 4.572 9.525 0.009525 0.305620984 0.274395963 0.243092542 46.61802914 37.53175016 29.41994 0.009525 0.000104987 0.00021 0.044897 0.044962
0.31 7.874 10 0.01 0.291103987 0.261362155 0.231545646 42.2944983 34.0509149 26.69142 0.01 0.0001 0.0002 0.044894 0.044955

1 meter and pressure drop at velocity for ε=0.002E-3
1 meter and pressure drop at velocity for ε=0.002E-3 Darcy Weischbach eq. for pressure lost to friction, known as major losses

D, m 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo)30 ⁰C
D, m 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo) 30 ⁰C 0.001778 35.65761953 28.70762433 22.50299

0.001778 34.31973 27.6305014 21.65866734 0.003175 6.398791539 5.151608718 4.038181
0.003175 5.979229 4.813822967 3.773402037 0.004 3.248476027 2.615318427 2.050065

0.004 2.984135 2.402500209 1.883243161 0.004572 2.198811355 1.770242972 1.387637
0.004572 1.996476 1.607344751 1.2599462 0.006 0.999446798 0.804645503 0.630736 D, m 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo)30 ⁰C 20 ⁰C 25 ⁰C (linear interpo)30 ⁰C

0.006 0.881962 0.710059628 0.556593059 0.00635 0.848704991 0.683284649 0.535605 0.001778 34011.27012 27382.16 21464.00314 34319.73 27630.5 21658.67
0.00635 0.743814 0.598838211 0.469410143 0.007874 0.457991603 0.368724863 0.289032 0.003175 5950.515402 4790.706 3755.281141 5979.229 4813.823 3773.402

0.007874 0.389775 0.313803923 0.24598087 0.008 0.43770996 0.352396297 0.276232 0.004 2972.998448 2393.534 1876.21479 2984.135 2402.5 1883.243
0.008 0.371625 0.299191743 0.234526849 0.009525 0.26667319 0.214696153 0.168293 0.004572 1990.039528 1602.163 1255.884139 1996.476 1607.345 1259.946

0.009525 0.220055 0.177164403 0.138873516 0.01 0.232430954 0.187128041 0.146684 0.006 879.8522467 708.361 555.2615742 881.9621 710.0596 556.5931
0.01 0.190136 0.153077126 0.119992269 0.00635 742.1426386 597.4923 468.3551032 743.8144 598.8382 469.4101

0.001778 5.17170047 4.163688888 3.263783 0.007874 389.0832649 313.2474 245.5446206 389.7745 313.8039 245.9809
0.001778 4.977656 4.007465415 3.141324113 0.003175 0.928066249 0.747177674 0.585689 0.008 370.9771595 298.6703 234.1181288 371.6248 299.1917 234.5268
0.003175 0.867214 0.698185993 0.547285695 0.004 0.471151614 0.379319868 0.297337 0.009525 219.7388026 176.9097 138.673867 220.0552 177.1644 138.8735

0.004 0.432812 0.348453195 0.273141328 0.004572 0.318910625 0.256752036 0.20126 0.01 189.8774066 152.8686 119.8287873 190.1365 153.0771 119.9923
0.004572 0.289564 0.233125646 0.182739747 0.006 0.144957503 0.116703963 0.091481

0.006 0.127918 0.102985442 0.080726998 0.00635 0.123094252 0.09910206 0.077683
0.00635 0.107881 0.086854139 0.068082185 0.007874 0.066426066 0.05347902 0.04192

0.007874 0.056532 0.045513411 0.035676509 0.008 0.063484462 0.051110762 0.040064
0.008 0.0539 0.043394093 0.034015244 0.009525 0.038677676 0.031139044 0.024409

0.009525 0.031916 0.025695524 0.020141901 0.01 0.03371126 0.027140628 0.021275
0.01 0.027577 0.02220196 0.017403407

psi

Without Dynamic pressure number
P_sum kPa, Sum of major losses '@

psi

ε/D

@ ε= 0.001E-3 m @ ε= 0.002E-3 m
Δp/L, Pa/m

P_sum kPa, Sum of major losses 
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Fluent 
Version: 3d, dp, pbns, ske (3d, double precision, pressure-based, standard k-epsilon) 
Release: 19.5.0 
Title: 
 
 
Models 
------ 
 
   Model                        Settings                               
   ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Space                        3D                                     
   Time                         Steady                                 
   Viscous                      Standard k-epsilon turbulence model    
   Wall Treatment               Standard Wall Functions                
   Heat Transfer                Enabled                                
   Solidification and Melting   Disabled                               
   Radiation                    None                                   
   Species                      Disabled                               
   Coupled Dispersed Phase      Disabled                               
   NOx Pollutants               Disabled                               
   SOx Pollutants               Disabled                               
   Soot                         Disabled                               
   Mercury Pollutants           Disabled                               
   Structure                    Disabled 
 
 
Material Properties 
------------------- 
 
   Material: water-liquid (fluid) 
 
      Property                        Units     Method     Value(s)    
      ------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                         kg/m3     constant   998.2       
      Cp (Specific Heat)              j/kg-k    constant   4182        
      Thermal Conductivity            w/m-k     constant   0.6         
      Viscosity                       kg/m-s    constant   0.001003    
      Molecular Weight                kg/kmol   constant   18.0152     
      Thermal Expansion Coefficient   1/k       constant   0           
      Speed of Sound                  m/s       none       #f          
 
   Material: fluid-1 (fluid) 
 
      Property                        Units     Method     Value(s)      
      --------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                         kg/m3     constant   1.225         
      Cp (Specific Heat)              j/kg-k    constant   1006.43       
      Thermal Conductivity            w/m-k     constant   0.0242        
      Viscosity                       kg/m-s    constant   1.7894e-05    
      Molecular Weight                kg/kmol   constant   28.966        
      Thermal Expansion Coefficient   1/k       constant   0             
      Speed of Sound                  m/s       none       #f            
 
   Material: copper (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   8978        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   381         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   387.6       
 
   Material: solid-1 (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2719        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   871         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   202.4       
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   Material: air (fluid) 
 
      Property                        Units     Method     Value(s)      
      --------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                         kg/m3     constant   1.225         
      Cp (Specific Heat)              j/kg-k    constant   1006.43       
      Thermal Conductivity            w/m-k     constant   0.0242        
      Viscosity                       kg/m-s    constant   1.7894e-05    
      Molecular Weight                kg/kmol   constant   28.966        
      Thermal Expansion Coefficient   1/k       constant   0             
      Speed of Sound                  m/s       none       #f            
 
   Material: aluminum (solid) 
 
      Property               Units    Method     Value(s)    
      --------------------------------------------------- 
      Density                kg/m3    constant   2719        
      Cp (Specific Heat)     j/kg-k   constant   871         
      Thermal Conductivity   w/m-k    constant   202.4 
 
 
Cell Zone Conditions 
-------------------- 
 
   Zones 
 
      name              id   type     
      ---------------------------- 
      walls_2_walls_1   5    solid    
      volume_pipes      4    fluid    
 
   Setup Conditions 
 
      walls_2_walls_1 
 
         Condition       Value    
         --------------------- 
         Frame Motion?   no       
 
      volume_pipes 
 
         Condition       Value    
         --------------------- 
         Frame Motion?   no 
 
 
Boundary Conditions 
------------------- 
 
   Zones 
 
      name                                                   id   type               
      --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      contact_region-wall1-1-1-shadow                        24   wall               
      contact_region-wall1-1-1                               21   wall               
      contact_region-trg-non-overlapping                     23   wall               
      conductance_walls-contact_region-src-non-overlapping   22   wall               
      wall-walls_2_walls_1                                   1    wall               
      inlet                                                  8    velocity-inlet     
      outlet                                                 9    pressure-outlet    
      conductance_walls                                      10   wall               
      radiative_walls                                        11   wall               
      conductance_walls-contact_region-src                   12   interface          
      contact_region-trg                                     13   interface          
 
   Setup Conditions 
 
      contact_region-wall1-1-1-shadow 
 
         Condition         Value    
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         ----------------------- 
         Thermal BC Type   3        
 
      contact_region-wall1-1-1 
 
         Condition                  Value    
         -------------------------------- 
         Thermal BC Type            3        
         Wall Motion                0        
         Shear Boundary Condition   0        
 
      contact_region-trg-non-overlapping 
 
         Condition         Value    
         ----------------------- 
         Thermal BC Type   1        
 
      conductance_walls-contact_region-src-non-overlapping 
 
         Condition                  Value    
         -------------------------------- 
         Thermal BC Type            1        
         Wall Motion                0        
         Shear Boundary Condition   0        
 
      wall-walls_2_walls_1 
 
         Condition         Value       
         -------------------------- 
         Material Name     aluminum    
         Thermal BC Type   1           
 
      inlet 
 
         Condition                  Value    
         -------------------------------- 
         Velocity Magnitude (m/s)   1        
 
      outlet 
 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
 
      conductance_walls 
 
         Condition                  Value       
         ----------------------------------- 
         Material Name              aluminum    
         Thermal BC Type            1           
         Wall Motion                0           
         Shear Boundary Condition   0           
 
      radiative_walls 
 
         Condition          Value    
         ------------------------ 
         Thermal BC Type    1        
         Heat Flux (w/m2)   26000    
 
      conductance_walls-contact_region-src 
 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
 
      contact_region-trg 
 
         Condition   Value    
         ----------------- 
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Solver Settings 
--------------- 
 
   Equations 
 
      Equation     Solved    
      ------------------- 
      Flow         yes       
      Turbulence   yes       
      Energy       yes       
 
   Numerics 
 
      Numeric                         Enabled    
      --------------------------------------- 
      Absolute Velocity Formulation   yes        
 
   Relaxation 
 
      Variable                     Relaxation Factor    
      ---------------------------------------------- 
      Density                      1                    
      Body Forces                  1                    
      Turbulent Kinetic Energy     0.75                 
      Turbulent Dissipation Rate   0.75                 
      Turbulent Viscosity          1                    
      Energy                       0.75                 
 
   Linear Solver 
 
                                   Solver    Termination   Residual Reduction    
      Variable                     Type      Criterion     Tolerance             
      ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Flow                         F-Cycle   0.1                                 
      Turbulent Kinetic Energy     F-Cycle   0.1                                 
      Turbulent Dissipation Rate   F-Cycle   0.1                                 
      Energy                       F-Cycle   0.1                                 
 
   Pressure-Velocity Coupling 
 
      Parameter                            Value      
      -------------------------------------------- 
      Type                                 Coupled    
      Pseudo Transient                     yes        
      Explicit momentum under-relaxation   0.5        
      Explicit pressure under-relaxation   0.5        
 
   Discretization Scheme 
 
      Variable                     Scheme                 
      ------------------------------------------------ 
      Pressure                     Second Order           
      Momentum                     Second Order Upwind    
      Turbulent Kinetic Energy     First Order Upwind     
      Turbulent Dissipation Rate   First Order Upwind     
      Energy                       Second Order Upwind    
 
   Solution Limits 
 
      Quantity                         Limit     
      --------------------------------------- 
      Minimum Absolute Pressure        1         
      Maximum Absolute Pressure        5e+10     
      Minimum Temperature              1         
      Maximum Temperature              5000      
      Minimum Turb. Kinetic Energy     1e-14     
      Minimum Turb. Dissipation Rate   1e-20     
      Maximum Turb. Viscosity Ratio    100000 
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qty thread length vented/unvented assembly nut or bolt
8 8-32 0.750 unvented top heater bolt
2 1/4-20 spring top plate spring top plate nut
2 1/4-20 0.750 spring top plate spring top plate bolt
4 8-32 unvented spring top plate nut
2 8-32 0.750 unvented spring top plate bolt
1 8-32 1.000 vented lifting subassembly bolt
1 8-32 unvented lifting subassembly thin nut
6 8-32 6.000 unvented lifting subassembly bolt
8 6-32 0.375 unvented heater holder assemblybolt
2 1/4-20 1.500 unvented Extraneous Support bolt
2 1/4-20 unvented Extraneous Support nut
8 8-32 1.000 unvented Extraneous Support bolt
4 1/4-20 0.500 unvented nuBottomCart bolt
2 8-32 0.500 unvented nuBottomCart bolt
1 8-32 1.500 unvented assembled v2 cord capturebolt
1 8-32 unvented assembled v2 cord capturenut
2 8-32 0.500 vented assembled v2 cord capturebolt

12 unvented throughout conical spring washers
4 8-32 0.250 vented rail mount for pulleys bolt needs to be flat head
3 8-32 2.000 unvented spool redux bolt
7 8-32 unvented spool redux nut
1 8-32 0.750 unvented spool redux bolt
2 8-32 0.500 unvented spool redux bolt retaining bolt for rod mount base
8 8-32 0.500 unvented top heater helicoil inserts
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